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English translation: 
 
S: Alright, can you tell us about the different stages of education here? 
MAN: Stages of education? First, we have primary education, which is taught here… in 
the… aaa… the refugee camps. I mean, we have a qualified teacher and this stage is six 
years. These six years are taught here in the refugee camps in schools that are… aaa… I 
mean, monitored by humanitarian organizations. These organizations build the schools 
but the teachers who teach here are… aaa… Saharawi teachers – Saharawis who are 
qualified teachers. After that, we have secondary education, which… which we… aaa… 
pretty much study either in Algeria or Libya or Cuba. That is the secondary education 
stage. You may, for example, ask anyone the question: Why is primary education taught 
in the camps and secondary school isn’t? I would answer him that because of professors – 
we do not have professors and the proper facilities cannot be found. We don’t have the 
proper schools, we don’t have the books. I mean, we don’t have the qualifications for our 
children to study secondary education in the refugee camps. I mean, the facilities are very 
limited and so on. And so this means that specialized institutions or organizations are… 
aaa… responsible for it. The students study in either Libya or Algeria, but the majority 
studies in Algeria… or in Cuba – we have some in Cuba and in other countries… and we 
have some in the USA. …aaa… And a vivid example: aaa… our dear sister. I mean, there 
are students in different countries… aaa… Secondary education is pretty much taught in 
Algeria, and pretty much from secondary education until the student graduates, he studies 
abroad… aaa… away from the homeland, which is… aaa… 
S: The country of asylum. 
MAN: The country of asylum. 
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